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49 (1995).In the art of the
manufacture of integrated

circuits devices, an
important aspect of their

operation is in realizing that
a device which is isolated on

a substrate may be
electrically connected to a

substrate or other device by
contacting its terminals in

some desired manner
(usually by making contact
with the terminal pads) to

external connection
terminals. The technique
generally used for such a
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purpose is that of soldering.
The most typical step in the
soldering operation is that of
positioning an electronic part

on the surface of the
substrate. This is generally
accomplished by using a
device known as a lead

manipulator. In this respect,
the requirement of a lead

manipulator is that it be able
to properly position (at least
initially) the electronic device
(e.g. a chip) to the substrate

and that it be able to
position the device so that it
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will be contacted with the
electrical connection

terminals of the substrate.
The present state-of-the-art
lead manipulator device is a

mechanical device which
accepts a number of lead
contacts, positions them
properly relative to the

semiconductor device and
then inserts them into solder

(therefore contacting the
leads with the substrate's
contact terminals). The
essential mechanical

positioner of the present
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device consists of a die
which receives the contact

leads (which are usually
hollow) and seats them into

a solder pool. The lead
contacts are then allowed to

settle into place with this
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